In the United States, representing nearly one half the world's apple acreage, total production in the commercial orchards in 1933 was 143,827,000 bushels.1
Production In New York state in 1933 was 16,060,000 bushels. This, however, was a decrease of 28 per cent from the 1932 crop and of more than that as compared with the average for the 1926-30 period.
2 New York production may therefore be conservatively estimated at about 12 per cent of the total apple crop of the United States.
In this connection it should be noted that apple production as a whole has been decreasing during the past 20 years or more. In New York State there are now about 3 apple trees for every 4 in the orchards 24 years ago. In varieties grown there is also an Important difference as shown in Table 1 .
Prom this lt will be noted that in the Hudson Valley there are more trees of the McIntosh, Cortland, Delicious and Northern Spy varieties, apples which command the highest price on the markets, than in western New York. On the other hand there are in the Hudson Valley only about one third as many trees of the Baldwin, R. I. Greening, and Wealthy varieties, apples which command a medium to low price on the markets.
Apple growers of the Hudson Valley have another important advantage over those of other parts of the state and over out of state growers. On account of nearness to New York City and other important markets the cost of marketIng is less and net prices higher. This Is well shown In Table 2 of prices received for western New York and for Hudson Valley apples in 1932.
In the Hudson Valley, as in practically all commercial apple-growing regions, the soil factor is among the most important. Th ing of an apple orchard is a long, expe process. Other crops at times of high may be grown with profit on marginal la so with apple orchards. On such lands bear for a time but production Is errat uncertain and by the time the orchard s come into full bearing it has begun to In practically all commercial appl ing sections there are marginal lands p orchards which result not only in heavy loss to the owner but also tend at time rupt the markets by overproduction and
